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OMAC DECLARATION
On the occasion of the First Ministerial Meeting
of the Online Model Arctic Council
1.

WE, the Ministers of the Arctic States of the Online Model Arctic Council
(OMAC), joined by representatives of the Indigenous Permanent Participant
organisations of OMAC;

2.

HAVING GATHERED online on 7th March 2021 at the First Ministerial Meeting of
OMAC;

3.

CONFIRMING the commitment of OMAC to raise awareness of the Arctic as a
region; promote respect for Arctic peoples and their Indigenous rights; and
enhance understanding of the diverse societies, economies, cultures and
ecosystems of the Arctic;
HEREBY DECLARE:

Arctic permafrost thaw
4.

RECOGNISING that thawing permafrost causes fundamental instability that
threatens human livelihoods, including threats to human life such as collapsing
infrastructure, exposure to fatal pathogens, susceptibility to natural disasters and
financial problems as a result of changes to the land;

5.

ACKNOWLEDGING the importance of the interests, perspectives and
considerations of Indigenous experts in addressing this issue;

6.

SUPPORTING the goal of the 2015 Paris Agreement Paris under the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change to limit global warming to
well below 2 degrees Celsius, and preferably to 1.5 degrees Celsius, compared to
pre-industrial levels, in the hope of preserving the permafrost for generations to
come;

7.

EMPHASISING the importance of using technology to limit climate change and
permafrost thaw, such as renewable-energy and carbon-capture technology;
HEREBY RESOLVE TO:
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8.

ESTABLISH a Permafrost Thaw Prevention Initiative with the aims of:
a. Establishing a fund to which the Arctic States will contribute equitably, in
proportion to gross domestic product, and which will be managed by
representatives from the Arctic States and Permanent Participants, in order to
protect and construct the necessary infrastructure on which Arctic
communities rely;
b. Promoting the education of Arctic peoples and the citizens of Arctic States on
the subjects of climate change and climate-change prevention, especially
intergenerational Indigenous knowledge that has been acquired through
direct observation and long-term experience;
c. Incorporating the views and expertise of representatives of all Arctic States
and Permanent Participants to guide the Permafrost Thaw Prevention
Initiative towards its goals, especially the input of permafrost experts;

9.

DEVELOP a protocol in connection with the Wilson Centre Arctic Infrastructure
Inventory for constructing, monitoring and maintaining buildings and other
infrastructure built on permafrost;

10. ADOPT measures to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions, including promoting
sustainable tourism, developing more efficient methods of reducing carbon
emissions from large bodies of water, regulating emissions in industrial facilities
by encouraging the use of renewable energy and the reduction of carbon
footprints, and promoting renewable energies;
11. PROMOTE policies to limit Arctic State carbon footprints by subsidising research
into, and use of, renewable energy; raising awareness of permafrost thaw through
information campaigns encouraging carbon-limiting lifestyle changes; and
implementing indirect taxes on products with negative climate externalities, such
as on fossil-fuel energy or products that consume high levels of energy;
12. ESTABLISH research teams within the Arctic Contaminants Action Programme
Working Group, and the Emergency Prevention, Preparedness and Response
Working Group, dedicated to dealing with the risks of potentially harmful
pathogens trapped within permafrost, including assessing the severity of potential
outbreaks and the additional resources needed to combat them; working
alongside epidemiologists studying these pathogens; and standing ready to form
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an additional research team to prepare for and help manage any outbreak due to
permafrost thaw, including the development of treatments;
13. REQUEST the international community in the form of the United Nations General
Assembly to allocate time for a discussion of the issue of Arctic permafrost thaw,
in regard to the implications for the global climate; the inclusion of permafrost
thaw measures in greenhouse-gas calculations; the threat posed by pathogens
present in permafrost; and the potential for permafrost thaw to cause natural
disasters such as landslides as well as damage to housing and other infrastructure;
14. PROVIDE economic aid for communities, through government funding in
proportion to gross domestic product, to communities working primary-sector
industries whose ability to work has been hindered because of changes due to
permafrost thaw;
15. ESTABLISH an Indigenous Support Movement to:
a. Procure initially a standard financial support package for Indigenous
communities impacted negatively by the environmental damage caused by
climate change, serving to redirect funding towards preventative measures;
b. Establish a conservation organisation in the Arctic to ensure protection for
Arctic species such as reindeer/caribou, seal and fish, which serve as
traditional food sources, in order to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions from
the shipment of food to Arctic communities;
c. Initiate welfare programmes aiming to preserve and protect Indigenous rights,
cultures and traditional practices in the face of challenges presented by
permafrost thaw;
d. Provide additional support to Indigenous communities to repair damages due
to permafrost thaw, should evidence show that Arctic States have failed
adequately to reduce the rate of permafrost degradation within five years, in
recognition of the profound reliance of Indigenous peoples on their Arctic
homelands for essential hunting, fishing and other traditional practices.
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Disclaimer
This OMAC Declaration represents the collective agreement of the student delegates to
the March 2021 Online Model Arctic Council (OMAC), an educational initiative for
secondary schools, and it does not necessarily reflect the views of Polar Aspect.
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ONLINE MODEL ARCTIC COUNCIL IS AN EDUCATIONAL INITIATIVE OF POLAR ASPECT

